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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the authors discuss insights gained from evaluating changes to plant
design and operational practices. Evaluation of a change is performed in order to provide an
answer to two fundamental questions: what is the impact and is the impact acceptable? In
order to determine "the acceptability of an impact," the risk-based technologies today provide
various ranking schemes. They are based on the existing IPE studies or PSA models and use
of standard risk importance measures.

In "ad hoc" applications of risk importance measures, the specific nature of the analyzed
change is often neglected. This paper attempts to capture the most common problems in the
application of importance measures, and defines the limits of this application.

The authors' position is that the use of risk importance information as the sole basis to
accept or reject a change is inappropriate. However, a "change analysis" can very effectively
be supported with ranking results, after the basis for the rank is meaningfully established.

INTRODUCTION

Risk Management is the underlying foundation for regulatory and operating practices in
the nuclear industry. During the past 20 years, a gradual transition has been made in processes
for both characterizing and managing risk. This transition has involved the increased use of
quantitative measures of risk, applying PSA and reliability technologies.

Risk-based technologies are becoming an essential element in evaluating safety and
economically initiated changes and improvements in the nuclear industry. In the United
States, guidelines for the application of risk-based techniques are being developed for both
generic and specific applications. In this phase of development it is very important to fully
understand the nature and limits of the risk-based techniques.

Today, PSAs are most commonly used to evaluate the risk importance of changes in
plant design or operations. Risk importance is measured by the change in a risk characteristic
(Core Damage Frequency or Large Early Release Frequency), and those measures are known
as risk importance measures. There are three primary importance measures regularly used in
today's PSA applications.
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Some of the challenges associated with importance measures have already been
identified in recent applications. For example, it is difficult to conduct a probabilistic
evaluation of changes to any safety parameters not explicitly included in the PSA models, or
to safety parameters associated with the shutdown mode of operation, mitigation of external
events, or containment performance. Changes in plant operating configurations, including
scheduled and unscheduled equipment outages, can also influence importance ranking, as can
model assumptions and limitations. In addition to these challenges, there are other limits when
applying importance measures. These issues will be discussed in this paper.

First, the paper will discuss the basic ranking philosophy and principles in evaluating
changes. Second, the three primary risk importance measures will be defined. Third, the
limitations and challenges associated with their applications will be identified, and
acceptability of different measures will be discussed. The discussion will be supported by a
simplified example.

CHANGE ANALYSIS

The term "change analysis" is introduced because most PSA applications intend to
support an evaluation of potential changes to plant design and operational practices. In order
to realistically evaluate a proposed change, the "before" and "after" change conditions need to
be established and adequately evaluated.

Fundamentally, the "change analysis" needs to provide answers to two basic questions:
1) What is the impact of the change? and 2) Is the impact acceptable?

In answering those questions, both deterministic and probabilistic insights need to be
considered. Some of the steps in a consistent "change analysis" are given in Figure 1. These
steps are illustrated with examples from the ongoing processes in existing regulations.

In Step 1, it is necessary to determine an evaluated factor or process and define the
proposed change. Examples of the proposed changes to the existing regulations are numerous.
They include MOV Tests, Maintenance Rule, Changes in Technical Specifications, and
Inservice Testing and Inspection. In Step 2, an affected risk variable is selected and the effects
of the change on that variable are established. It is suitable to select a risk variable modeled in
the PSA in order to simplify the next step. The major and most difficult step in "change
analysis" is to find a way to establish the connection between the selected variable and the
evaluated change. For example, connecting component unavailability with frequency of
inservice testing or inspection is not, in any way, a straightforward task. In Step 3, the risk
characteristic to be used as a measure of the change is selected. The most commonly chosen
risk characteristic is Core Damage Frequency (CDF) or Large Early Release Frequency
(LERF). The connection between the risk variable and the risk characteristic is usually already
defined in the PSA model. Occasionally, minor modification of the PSA model may be
required. In Step 4, changes in the selected risk characteristic are evaluated, and, in Step 5,
evaluation results are compared with the acceptability criteria. The acceptability criteria can •
be application-specific and predefined by the regulator.

A realistic "change analysis" is essential for any PSA application to risk-based
regulations. The evaluation of the change can be performed based on either probabilistic or
deterministic principles, but the most complete insights can be gained by combining these
two.
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'Change Analysis" Steps

l(a) Define Evaluated Factor or Process

l(b) Define Change To Be Analyzed

1
2(a) Determine Effected Risk Variable

2(b) Establish Connection Between
Change and Risk Variable

Examples

Inservice Testing

Jnservice Inspection

.Change in Test/Inspection
Frequency

Active or Passive Component
Availability
Initiating Event Frequency
Change in Component Standby and
Demand Failure Rate or
Out-of-Service Time

3(a) Choice Risk Characteristic

of Interest

3(b) Determine Connections Between
Risk Variable and
Risk Characteristic

1
4) Evaluate Change in Risk

Characteristic

I
5) Confirm/Select Acceptability

Criteria

Core Damage Frequency (CDF)

.Large Early Release Frequency (LERF)

ESA Model

(Modification may be required)

Change in CDF

Change in LERF

PSA Application Guide

New Regulation

Figure 1: Change Analysis With Examples

IMPORTANCE MEASURES

Today, PSAs are most commonly used to evaluate the risk importance of changes in
design, operations, or plant conditions. In most cases, the affected risk variables are system or
component availabilities, human performance, and test and maintenance efficiencies. As
defined in Figure 1, Step 4, risk importance is measured by the change in a risk characteristic
(CDF or LERF).
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Three primary importance measures used in today's PSA applications are: Risk
Achievement Worth (RAW), Risk Reduction Worth (RRW) and Fussell-Vesely (FV). Risk
Achievement Worth applies to cases in which the change includes the impact which can lead
to equipment unavailability. Risk Reduction Worth is a direct measure of the maximum
possible reduction in CDF that can result from making a given plant equipment perfectly
reliable. Fussell-Vesely importance measures .the influence of the normal equipment
performance on the baseline CDF. The most commonly used importance measures are defined
in Table 1.

Table 1: Most Commonly Used Importance Measures

IMPORTANCE
MEASURE
Importance Measure
Definition

Importance Measure
Value Definition

Importance Measure
Equation
Relationship with
other Importance
Measures
Importance Measure
Description

RAW
Risk Achievement

Worth
Factor increase in risk,
assuming equipment is
guaranteed to fail
Risk with u=l divided
by Base Risk

R(u=l)/R(base)

1 -FV(l- l /u)

RAW identifies as most
important equipment
which, if failed, would
lead to the greatest
increase in risk

RRW
Risk Reduction

Worth
Factor reduction in risk
assuming equipment is
guaranteed to succeed
Base Risk divided by
Risk with u=0

R(base)/R(u=0)

1/(1-FV)

RRW identifies as most
important the equipment
which, if made perfectly
reliable, would lead to the
greatest reduction in risk

FV
Fussell-Vesely

Factor contribution of
equipment to risk

Sum of cutsets
containing equipment
divided by Base Risk
[R(base) -
R(u=0)]/R(base)

1-1/RRW

FV identifies as most
important the equipment
which contribute most to
the total risk
(similar to RRW).

u = Unavailability of equipment
R = Measured Risk (for example, Core Damage Frequency)

For the equipment with unavailability u, CDF can be expressed as:

CDF = F * u + S*(l-u) + I,
where,

u = equipment unavailability
F * u = cutsets which include failure of the equipment

F = cutsets which include challenge frequency and backup trains
for the equipment

(1-u) = equipment availability
S * (l-u)= cutsets which include success of the equipment, and
I = independent cutsets (do not include the equipment).
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In this case, importance measures can be expressed as:
RAW = (F + I)/CDF0,
RRW = CDFo/(S + I), and
FV = (F - S) * u/CDF0,

where
CDF0 is the baseline CDF.

Expressed in deterministic terminology, equipment with a high challenge frequency and
small redundancy (large F values) has high RAWs. This same equipment would have a high
FV and RRW if its unavailability were high. In other words, with the same challenge
frequency and degree of redundancy, less reliable equipment has a higher FV or RRW.

RAW, RRW, and FV are illustrated in Figure 2, where CDF is plotted as a function of
equipment unavailability (Reference 6).
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Figure 2: Graphic Illustration of the Most Commonly Used Importance Measures
Every specific application requires a "change analysis," to determine an appropriate

importance measure for the analyzed change. Once the importance measures are selected and
calculated, an acceptance criteria needs to be established. Acceptability of an importance
measure should also be based on the characteristics of change. For some applications, the PSA
Application Guide (Reference 4) recommends quantitative criteria from NUMARC 93-01
(Reference 5). Table 2 provides a summary of those criteria.
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Table 2:Quantitative Acceptability Criteria for Importance Measures (from Reference 5)

RISK IMPORTANCE MEASURE
Risk Reduction Worth (RRVV)
- System Level
- Component Level

Fussell-Vesely Importance (FV)
- System Level
- Component Level

Risk Achievement Worth (RAW)
(Component/Train Level)

CRITERIA

>1.05
> 1.005

>0.05
>0.005

>2

In NUREG/CR-4377 (Reference 1) different applications are modeled, resulting in
different importance measures. Those applications (importance of a safety system, a
surveillance test, a maintenance action, a pre-operational test, an equipment wearout, etc.)
guided the introduction of today's major importance measures.

CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH THE APPLICATION OF IMPORTANCE
MEASURES

Some of the challenges associated with applications of risk importance measures have
already been identified in recent applications. For example, it is difficult to conduct a
probabilistic evaluation of changes to safety parameters not explicitly included in the PSA
models, or to safety parameters associated with the shutdown mode of operation, mitigation of
external events, or containment performance. Changes in plant operating configurations,
including scheduled and unscheduled equipment outages, can also influence importance
ranking. Other basic challenges are listed below:

• If sequences containing failure of equipment are truncated in the final PSA quantification,
the use of the remaining sequences may not be accurate for calculating importance values.

• The importance measure values are based on the baseline model, and are calculated
assuming all model assumptions remain constant.

• The importance measures do not account for changes in initiating event frequencies and
do not rank initiating events.

• Since many plant activities are likely to affect several pieces of equipment the "group"
importance would be more appropriate than an importance of a single piece of equipment.

When applying an importance measure, three major criteria should be considered:
1. A complete change analysis should be performed, including selection of the

right importance measure for the specific problem.
2. The limits of the selected importance measure should be understood.
3. The appropriate acceptability criteria should be established.

This section discusses the limits of the most commonly used importance measures. A
few common challenges are discussed below.
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Sensitivity to Other Contributors
CDF, used to determine importance measures, can be expressed as the sum of the

unique combinations of failure leading to core damage, known in PSA as cutsets, or, because
repetition is not allowed, as minimum cutsets (MCSs). Based on the values of those MCSs
which compose the CDF, two extreme cases can occur: 1) The CDF value is uniformly
distributed through all MCSs; or 2) the CDF value is strongly dominated by a few MCSs
(outliers). Both of those cases can present challenges in determining importance measures,
especially FV importance.

In the first case, if CDF is equally distributed among the minimal cutsets, all equipment
is expected to have a small FV importance. In other words, no equipment will be calculated to
be important. This problem is often referred as "lack of coverage."

In the second case, the other extreme will occur. Outliers will strongly dominate CDF,
so that nothing else will be calculated to be important. For example, in a plant where Loss of
Offsite Power (LOSP) contributes 90% to CDF, any equipment needed to mitigate other
events will not be shown to be as important.

Obviously, both the above cases will not result in a realistic importance ranking. Those
issues are illustrated further in the next section.

Preservation of Defense-in-Depth
One of the defense-in-depth principles is redundancy. Because of the degree of

redundancy in a nuclear plant, much of its equipment's importance is not revealed through
importance measures. For example, if only one injection line is needed for satisfactory
makeup, none of the injection lines in a four-loop plant will appear as important. Having all
four injection lines classified as "not important" is obviously seriously jeopardizing the
"defense-in-depth" concept. An-•analyst should keep this in mind when determining the
importance of redundant equipment. The overall effects should be assessed. This, also, will be
illustrated further in the next section.

Relationship to Change
It is the opinion of the authors that the relationship of importance measure to change

does not receive the appropriate attention in today's use of importance measures. The criteria
given in Table 2 can be misleading. These criteria are given for the most common importance
measures, but they are not universally applicable. They are applicable only to specific
problems and only when combined criteria are used. An analyst should not make an explicit
choice to use any of the importance measures without a detailed analysis of the problem, as
described in the first section. For example, in Reference 1, it shows that the correct measure
for assessing the importance of corrective maintenance is Birnbaum importance (not discussed
in this paper), while the correct measure for assessing the importance of a surveillance test is
Fussell-Vesely importance. Those are two completely different importance measures. Before a
correct importance measure is selected, it is essential to understand the change to be
evaluated.
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EXAMPLE OF IMPORTANCE MEASURES LIMITATIONS

Limitations of the importance measures use, discussed in the previous section, are
illustrated on a simplified example presented here.

Simplified for the example, CDF of a plant will be expressed as a sum of three major
MCSs:

CDF = MCS1 + MCS2 + MCS3
The first MCS1, presents contributions from the transient events, where feedwater mitigating
function is essential:

MCS1 = TRAN * FWA * FWB * AFW * F/B
where,

TRAN = Transient Event Frequency (assumed 2/year)
FWA = Unavailability of Feedwater Train A (assumed 1E-2)
FWB = Unavailability of Feedwater Train B (assumed 1E-2)
AFW = Unavailability of Auxiliary Feedwater (assumed IE-1)
F/B = Unavailability of Feed and Bleed (assumed IE-1)

The second MCS2, presents contributions from the LOCA events; where it is assumed that
operator action to switch from injection to recirculation phase, dominates risk:

MCS2 = LOCA * OPRE
where

LOCA = LOCA Events Frequency (assumed lE-2/year)
OPRE = Error Probability (HEP) for operator action to switch

to recirculation (assumed 3E-4)
The third MSC3 presents a contribution from Loss of Offsite Power events, where emergency
diesel generators and turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater provide mitigating functions:

MCS3 = LOOP * RE * DGA * DGB * AFW
where,

LOOP = Loss of Offsite Power Frequency (assumed 1E- I/year)
RE = Recovery of Offsite Power (assumed 1E-2)
DGA = Unavailability of Diesel Generator A (assumed 2E-1)
DGB = Unavailability of Diesel Generator B (assumed 2E-1)
AFW = Unavailability of Auxiliary Feedwater (assumed 1E-1)

The values given above define the base case in the example. For the illustration, two more
cases are analyzed. They are defined in Table 3. Two importance measures, Fussell-Vesely
and RAW, are calculated for feedwater systems and the operator action, for all three cases.
The results are discussed below.

Case A illustrates "the basic plant" case. The CDF is essentially uniformly distributed
among MCSs. Since there are only three MCSs, all equipment is calculated to be important,
based both on FV and RAW criteria. If the number of MCSs was higher, with the same*
uniform distribution, it would probably result in all equipment being calculated to be "not
important."

Case B illustrates "the plant" where no credit was given to recovery of offsite power. In
this case, LOSP events strongly dominate CDF and only the AFW System is calculated as
important by both importance measures. Operator action OPRE, event with extremely high
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RAW, still shows low FV importance, because of the low human error probability. The
applicability of only FV importance measures is questionable.

Case C presents "the plant" where the "presumably conservative" value is used for the
human error probability (OPRE = 3E-2). In this case, LOCA events strongly dominate CDF
and only OPRE shows as important. All feedwater systems (FWA, FWB, AFW and F/B) are
"not important." (If all of those systems were analyzed together, the corresponding RAW will
be 6500)

Cases B and C illustrate problems with "sensitivity to other contributors." Case C also
illustrates the problem with "lack of preservation of defense-in-depth." This example is
designed to "speak for itself." It illustrates that small differences in assumptions can lead to
completely different importance ranking. Full understanding of the analyzed change and limits
of importance measures is necessary.

Table 3: Example Importance Measures: Three Cases
EVENT Case

A
Case
B

Case
C

FV
A

RAW
A

FV
B

RAW
B

FV
C

RAW
C

TRAN
(i/yr)

2.0 2.0 2.0

FWA 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 0.005 1.5 0.007 1.6
FWB 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 1.0E-02 0.005 1.5 0.007 1.6
F/B 1.0E-0I 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 0.005 1.0 0.007 1.1
LOCA
(l/yr)

1.0E-02 1.0E-02 1.0E-02

OPRE 3.0E-04 3.0E-04 3.0E-02 0.007

LOSP
d/yr)

1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01

RE 1.0E-02 1.0 1.0E-02
DGA 2.0E-01 2.0E-01 2.0E-01
DGB 2.0E-01 2.0E-01 2.0E-01
AFW 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 1.0E-01 0.020 1.2

MCS1
(l/yr)
MCS2
(l/yr)
MCS3
d/yr)

2.0E-06

3.0E-06

4.0E-06

2.0E-06

3.0E-06

4.0E-04

2.0E-06

3.0E-04

4.0E-06

CDF I 9.00E-06 I 4.05E-04 I 3.06E-04

I" I Corresponds to change in the
parameter

Corresponds to the importance
measures above Reference 5

acceptability criteria (see Table 2)
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CONCLUSION

Change analysis must be used when considering changes to existing practices.
Importance measures and ranking can provide useful input to decision making, but only when
the right importance measure is selected for the analyzed process and, when applicable, the
limits of the importance measures are understood and considered.
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